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Abstract. Spreadsheets are one of the most popular end-users program-
ming environment. Although spreadsheets provide an interactive inter-
face for data manipulation and analysis, they are mostly used today in
data entry mode and not as interactive browsing tool for data stored
in underlying data sources. In this paper, we present SpreadMash, a
high-level language and tool for interactive data browsing and analysis
for data services. The key innovation of SpreadMash is a repository of
application building blocks called data widgets that characterize various
data importation and presentation patterns in spreadsheets. Data wid-
gets enable the separation of end-users tasks (composing data widgets)
from the tasks of data architects (creating data abstractions and data
widgets). Through a series of examples we illustrate how tasks that would
be challenging in existing environments are facilitated by SpreadMash.

1 Introduction

Interactive data presentation and analysis applications are applications that al-
low users to enter or present information stored in the underlying data sources,
and possibly to perform manipulation operations on these data, such as calcula-
tions or aggregations. Examples of such applications include relational reporting
applications and on-line analytical processing (OLAP) systems. Relational re-
porting tools, such as Crystal Reports [2], enable reporting against relational
databases. They deliver information, but provide very little support for interac-
tive analysis [3,6]. On the other hand, OLAP systems are specialized technologies
that present numerical data in a multidimensional format and provide more pow-
erful analytical capabilities than relational reporting tools. While OLAP systems
deliver advanced analytics, these features exceed the skills and capabilities of the
average PC users. One of the most successful paradigms for data analysis is that
of spreadsheets [3,6,8,16]. The success of spreadsheets comes from:

– an interactive interface that make it easy to view, and interact with the data
[14]. Spreadsheets also provide analysis and manipulation alternatives that
span various application domains such as financial, statistics, etc.;
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– a flexible data model that does not impose much constraints regarding the
data layout [14]: data can be organized based on criteria such as subjective
importance by placing important data in the top-left corner, or by placing
related data elements next to each other, etc.;

– a simple programming environment that allows users to accomplish their
tasks easily and intuitively. Spreadsheets eliminate many of the stumbling
blocks in traditional programming environments such as data dependencies
or memory management [13];

– an incremental approach for building fairly complex computations while get-
ting immediate feedback (i.e., continuous evaluation) [13];

– a tolerant approach regarding typing and formula consistency (i.e., a spread-
sheet program executes even if it contains some invalid statements) [8].

All of the above elements concur spreadsheets to be a good candidate for de-
veloping interactive data presentation and analysis applications. However, today
spreadsheets are mostly used in data entry mode and not as interactive presen-
tation and browsing tool for data stored in underlying data sources, thereby
using only a fraction of the potential of the spreadsheet model. Recent work
has made progress in this direction. Example of these efforts include OracleBI
[3], SAPBWP [6], XL Report Builder [7] that integrate spreadsheets with both
relational databases and OLAP systems.

While exposing underlying data in spreadsheets is a promising idea, the above
tools still fall short in terms of data browsing and presentation. Specifically, their
presentations are essentially limited to relational tables (for textual data from
relational databases) or pivot tables (for numerical data from OLAP systems).
They thus hinder the flexibility in data presentation as provided by spreadsheets
and required by end-users. As mentioned earlier, a user might want to present
data based on criteria such as subjective importance by placing important data
in the top-left corner. However, this is not possible in such tools.

A further limitation of the aforementioned tools is the difference between the
data model exposed by relational databases and the one required by applica-
tions. This problem, known as impedance mismatch, makes it hard to develop
and maintain data analysis applications. For instance, information about cus-
tomers may be represented in several database tables for normalization and
performance purposes. In this case, if a user is interested to import information
about a specific customer, she may have to specify a join query over these tables.
However, end-users may not necessarily have the skills or the will to understand
the underlying logical database schema and specify such queries. It is desirable
to present underlying data to end-users at the right abstraction level and provide
easy and intuitive data manipulation support.

To address the above issues, we propose SpreadMash, a high-level language
and a tool for developing interactive data presentation and analysis applications.
SpreadMash is interactive, provides high-level data access and enables multiple
data presentation schemes. The key innovation of SpreadMash is a repository
of application building blocks called data widgets that characterize various data
importation and presentation patterns in spreadsheets. We take the view that,
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although concrete data importation and presentation is application-specific, in
many cases it is possible to capture various types of data widgets in a generic
way. Essentially each data widget is associated to a template for importing data
from underlying data sources and a template for presenting query results in a
spreadsheet. The design of SpreadMash embodies several key features:

– SpreadMash is based on spreadsheets to provide an interactive presentation
of data stored in relational databases and web applications. Users can also
use spreadsheets’ built-in functions to explore their analysis.

– SpreadMash decouples end-users from logical models of underlying data
sources. It allows query formulations over high-level concepts, and thus solves
the impedance mismatch. This is facilitated by the integration of data ser-
vices [9,10] into the framework.

– SpreadMash bridges the data services and spreadsheets with a three-layer
framework: data services, data widgets and spreadsheets. The three-layer
framework enables the separation of end-users tasks (composing data wid-
gets) from the tasks of data architects (creating data services and data
widgets).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data
and query model used throughout this paper, as well as gives an overview of
SpreadMash. Section 3 presents the SpreadMash language and discusses the
instantiation of data widgets. Section 4 presents how multiple widgets can be
composed to generate complex spreadsheets. Section 5 reviews related work.
Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper.

2 SpreadMash: Background and Overview

In this section, we first review the underlying models and systems used by
SpreadMash: the entity-based data access model of data services (Section 2.1)
and an extended spreadsheet data model of SpreadATOR [15] (Section 2.2).
Then, in Section 2.3, we provide an overview of the SpreadMash proposed in
this paper to bridge data services and SpreadATOR.

2.1 Entity-Based Data Access

End-users might want to access data from heterogeneous data sources to enable
their analysis. Over the years, there has been major progress in providing APIs
to simplify access to various types of data sources (e.g., REST, RSS and Atom
for Web data). Data services [9,10] is a recent advent in this direction. They sim-
plify developers’ tasks by wrapping heterogeneous data sources (e.g., relational
databases, XML documents), and provide uniform data access to them.

In addition, data services also provide a conceptual model that describes the
structure of underlying data sources with higher-level constructs, i.e., entities
and their relationships. In our work, we leverage the data services provided by
the ADO.Net Framework, and its conceptual model known as Entity Data Model
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(EDM) [9]. An example EDM model for DBLP data source is shown in Figure 1
and will be used throughout this paper. This EDM consists of three entity types:
Publication, Author and Conference. There is a relationship between Publication and
Author entity types, and another between Publication and Conference.

1..*

AuthorToPublication

1 1..*1..*

ConferenceToPublication

Conference

title: string

year: string

booktitle: string

url: string

Publication

title: string

year: string

pages: string

url: string

Author

name: string

address: string

Fig. 1. An example EDM model of DBLP data source

The conceptual model offers high-level access to underlying data sources. For
instance, data related to an author is represented as an entity, rather than being
normalized over multiple tables in the logical model of a database. Developers
can therefore access directly this pre-joined entity. Moreover, the pre-joined re-
lationships also simplify navigation between related entities. For instance, once
entity Author is accessed, the pre-joined relationship AuthorToPublication can be
used directly to access publications that are written by a given author.

2.2 An Extended Spreadsheet Data Model

In Section 2.1, we have seen how professional developers can benefit from the
uniform and high-level data access provided by data services. SpreadMash aims
to bring such benefits to end-users by integrating data services with spreadsheets.
This integration has an important challenge in the mismatch between the data
model exposed by data services and the one provided by spreadsheets.

The traditional spreadsheet model consists of a set of worksheets. A worksheet
is a collection of cells organized in a tabular grid. Each cell can contain either an
atomic value (i.e., string, integer, datetime) or a formula. A formula can be built
from atomic values, functions (e.g., ‘‘+’’, ‘‘/’’), and cell references (e.g., A5).
On the other hand, data services returns composite entities (e.g., an entity of
type publication with four attributes as shown in Figure 1) as query results. To
support the browsing and manipulating of composite entities in spreadsheets,
SpreadATOR [15] has been proposed to make composite entities as first-class
cell values.

SpreadATOR provides spreadsheet-like formula language to support queries
over entities of data services. A SpreadATOR formula, also called a mapping for-
mula, is therefore built from entity references similar to the way traditional spread-
sheet formulas are built from cell references. The syntax of mapping formulas is
based on path expressions. For example, a formula A1=Publication[001] specifies
that cell A1 references an entity of type publication, and A2=Publications spec-
ifies that cell A2 references a collection of publication entities. Cells containing
references to entities will be evaluated by SpreadATOR, which returns a string
representation of the referenced entity (obtained by the default transtyping given
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=A1.pages3

=A1.year

=A1.title

B

2

=Publicaion[001]

A C

4

1

29-533

2007

Data Cube: A Relational 

B

2

Data Cube: A Relation.

A C

4

1

SpreadATOR Formulas

Spreadsheet Application

Publication 001

Data Cube: A Relational …

29-53

2007
Publication

title: string

year: string

pages: string

Publication 002

Data Management: Past, …

38-46

2007

Publication 003

A Critique of ANSI SQL …

1-10

2007

Fig. 2. An example of building data presentation with SpreadATOR formulas

by toString()). For example, the mapping formula A1=Publication[001], shown in
cell A1 of Figure 2, returns a string ‘‘Data Cube: A Relational...’’.

By referencing composite entities in a cell, SpreadATOR allows users to build
a presentation of composite entities on a spreadsheet by using cell references.
For example, in Figure 2, a presentation of entity Publication[001] can be built
in cells B2, B3 and B4, which respectively contain references to attributes title,
pages and year of such an entity. When evaluated, the formula in cell B2 results in
a string ‘‘Data Cube: A Relational...’’, which is the value of attribute title of
entity Publication[001]. Similarly, the formulas in cell B3 and B4 return strings
29-53 and 2007, which are values of attributes pages and year respectively.

Although SpreadATOR provides flexibility for users to build presentations of
composite entities, the efficiency of the data presentation is however problem-
atic. The straightforward way of building data presentation implies specifying a
number of formulas for each referenced entity. While this approach is acceptable
for small datasets, it does not scale for larger ones.

SpreadATOR proposes the notion of templates to address the above limita-
tion. Specifically, in SpreadATOR, an entity type is associated with one or several
templates, each of which is a complete worksheet that defines a generic data pre-
sentation pattern for instances of such an entity type. Formulas for templates
are different from typical worksheets as the keyword obj is used instead of entity
references. Consider, for example, a template T1 associated to the entity type
publication. This template consists of the following two formulas: B3=obj.title
and B4=obj.year. It defines that any instances of type publication may have a
presentation in a worksheet, in which cell B3 presents the value of attribute title,
and cell B4 contains the value of attribute year.

To illustrate how the template mechanism works, consider an example of the
worksheet W1 with a formula A1=Publication[001]. From SpreadATOR point of
view, cell A1 references an entity of type publication. SpreadATOR associates
cell A1 with a set of templates defined for type publication. When A1 is selected,
a list of publication’s templates is shown in a combo-box. Assuming that the user
selects a template T1, a new worksheet W2 is shown. The worksheet W2 is an
instantiation of the template T1 by associating the obj with a reference to entity
=Publication[001]. The instantiation of our example template is shown below:
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B3=obj.title ⇒ B3=Publication[001].title

B4=obj.year ⇒ B4=Publication[001].year

The implementation of SpreadATOR intends to alter as few as possible ex-
isting spreadsheet applications. Hence, it does not modify spreadsheet formula
language, rather acts as a middleware. Thus mapping formulas are maintained
separately by SpreadATOR. As shown in Figure 2, mapping formulas are in one
spreadsheet (SpreadATOR) and its evaluation in another (spreadsheet applica-
tions). SpreadATOR provides a visual assistant for constructing formulas and
relies on Jscript.Net (.Net implementation of javascript) for formula evaluation.

While the notion of template partially addresses the issue of effective pre-
sentation of entities returned by querying data services, this mechanism is still
limited. Specifically, the instantiation of a template results in a separated new
worksheet. When users want to create a presentation of multiple entities within a
single worksheet, they need to step back to the straightforward way of specifying
presentation for each individual entity. To overcome such a limitation, we there-
fore propose in this paper SpreadMash, a model-driven approach for developing
data presentation and analysis applications.

2.3 An Overview of SpreadMash

SpreadMash proposes a repository of data widgets. Elements of this repository
capture various types of data presentation and importation patterns. End-users
can develop data presentation and analysis applications by instantiating and
composing data widgets. SpreadMash therefore enables the separation of end-
users tasks (composing data widgets) from the tasks of data architects (creating
data abstractions and data widgets).

A data widget is a parameterized specification of how to import data from a
data service and present it in a spreadsheet. To instantiate widgets, users specify
queries over the entities and relationships of a data service, as well as mappings
that specify the presentation of the query results in the spatial layout of spread-
sheets. SpreadMash provides four types of widgets to enable the importation and
presentation of a single entity (content widget), a collection of entities (repeater
widget), collections of entities associated by relationships (hierarchical widget),
an index over entities (index widget).

DBLPSheet AuthorSheet

PublicationSheet

PublicationDetails

ConferenceDetails

AuthorIndex

PubRepeater Pub2Author

PublicationTableAuthorDetails

Fig. 3. An example of SpreadMash specification
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Figure 3 shows an example of an application specified using SpreadMash.
It consists of seven widgets (shown as solid rectangles with different icons).
The content widgets (e.g., PublicationDetails, AuthorDetails, ConferenceDetails), re-
peater widgets (e.g., PubRepeater, PublicationTable) and hierarchical widget (e.g.,
Pub2Author) present the actual content of the entities. On the other hand, an in-
dex widget (e.g., AuthorIndex) presents a list of entities and allows browsing and
accessing to detailed information of a selected entity.

Multiple widgets can be composed by means of links to build composite work-
sheets. For example, the DBLPSheet in Figure 3 is composed of three widgets:
PublicationDetails, ConferenceDetails and AuthorIndex. Links connecting these widgets
are based on the relationships that associate entities from which the widgets im-
port data from. For example, the link between PublicationDetails and AuthorIndex is
based on the AuthorToPublication relationship that connects the entity type Publica-
tion and Author in the underlying data service (see Figure 1). On the other hand,
the link between PublicationDetails and ConferenceDetails is based on the Confer-
enceToPublication relationship. A set of worksheets, whose widgets are connected,
compose an application. The application in Figure 3 consists of three worksheets :
DBLPSheet, AuthorSheet, and PublicationSheet.

SpreadMash specifications are given as input to an automatic code generator,
which generates code necessary for data importation and presentation. The gen-
erated code is in the form of SpreadATOR’s formulas (see Section 2.2). These
formulas are used by SpreadATOR to present data in a spreadsheet.

3 Widgets for Data Importation and Presentation

In this section, we discuss each type of data widgets provided by SpreadMash
and its instantiation, by using the example of EDM in Figure 1.

3.1 Content Widget

Content widgets are used to specify the importation and presentation of a sin-
gle entity. More than one widget can be defined for the same entity, to offer
alternative points of view. The instantiation of a content widget requires para-
metric query and a mapping definition to generate the corresponding spreadsheet
presentation view.

The parametric query allows the specification of a query that retrieves a single
entity from a data service. A parametric query consists of two elements: source
and selector. The source identifies the data service as well as the entity type from
which data is retrieved. The selector is a query used to select a single entity. To of-
fer a spreadsheet-like programming experience, SpreadMash leverages SpreadA-
TOR [15] formula expressions to formulate queries over entities. An example of a
content widget is shown in Figure 4. The user-defined values of the source and the
selector properties are used to create a query =Publication[title=‘‘Data Cube:

A Relational...’’] to retrieve data from the DBLP data service. This query re-
turns a reference to an entity Publication[001], whose value of the title attribute
equals “Data Cube: A Relational...”.
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obj.yearYear3

obj.pages

obj.title

B

Pages2

Title

A

1

Mapping Template

Publication
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29-53pages3

PublicationDetails1

year

Title

A

2007

Data Cube: A Relational …

B

4

2

Publication[001].pagespages3

PublicationDetails1

year

Title

A

Publication[001].year

Publication[001].title

B

4

2

Presentation View Spreadsheet Application

Source: DBLP.Publication

Selector:  title=`Data Cube: A Relational….’

(a)

(b)

PublicationDetails

Fig. 4. Content Widgets

The role of mapping definition is to specify spatial locations in a spreadsheet
where the query result will be presented. In traditional spreadsheets, spatial lo-
cations can be specified through cell or range expressions. SpreadMash leverages
the notion of template, which defines a generic presentation of instances of a
particular type, for mapping specification. Figure 4(b) shows an example of a
content widget that uses the mapping template defined in Figure 4(a) to present
entity Publication[001] obtained as a query result from a data service. The
mapping template specifies that any instance of type publication will have a
presentation in a worksheet, in which cells A1, A2, A3 contain constants Title,

Pages, Year, and cells B1, B2, B3 contain values of attributes title, pages, year of
such an entity type.

The query result and mapping template are used together to generate a pre-
sentation view of Publication[001] as shown in Figure 4(b). The content widget
also inserts a row at the top of the presentation view, and the widget’s name is
rendered in the leftmost cell of this row.

3.2 Repeater Widget

A repeater widget is used to import and present a collection of entities by repeat-
ing a mapping template over such a collection. Therefore, the selector property

Source: DBLP.Publication

Selector:  

AuthorToPublication.name=`Jim Gray’, 

year =`2007’

9

5

Publication[001].titleTitle2

Publication[001].pagespages3

Publication[001].yearyear4

Publication[002].titleTitle6

Publication[002].pagespages7

Publication[002].yearyear8

Publication[003].pagespages11

PublicationRepeater1

year

Title

A

Publication[003].year

Publication[003].title

B

12

10

9

5

Data Cube: A Relational…Title2

29-53pages3

2007year4

Data Management: Past,…Title6

38-46pages7

2007year8

1-10pages11

PublicationRepeater1

year

Title

A

2007

A Critique of ANSI SQL…

B

12

10

Presentation View Spreadsheet Application

PubRepeater

Fig. 5. Repeater Widgets
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of a repeater widget is a query used to select a collection of entities. An example
of user-provided source and selector properties for a repeater widget is shown in
Figure 5. These two parameters are used by the repeater widget to create a query
Publication[AuthorToPublication.name = ‘‘Jim Gray’’, year=‘‘2007’’] to re-
trieve its content from the DBLP data service. This query returns three entities
of type publication whose author is “Jim Gray”, and publication year equals to
‘2007’. These entities correspond to Publication[001], Publication[002], and
Publication[003].

A repeater widget presents a collection of entities all together in a single
worksheet by reapplying the definition of a mapping template. It requires two
levels of mappings: (i) entity-level mapping, and (ii) attribute-level mapping.
The entity-level mapping specifies a range in which the details of an entity will
be presented. The attribute-level mapping specifies a cell in which an attribute
value will be presented. The entity-level mapping can be defined by a range
expression such as A2:A10 = Publications to indicate that a presentation of
the publication list is in a range of one column (A), and spanning from row
2 to row 10. This mapping definition is, however, not desirable since the user
needs to know the number of cells to specify the presentation view. One possible
solution for this issue is to use a built-in spreadsheet functions that allows the
indication of a dynamic range of cells without a need to know the exact length.
For example, a user can use Excel’s formula like OFFSET(A2, 0, 0, COUNT(A:A),

1) = Publications. This formula returns a range starting at cell A2 and spanning
1 column. This range is dynamic since the number of rows is computed using
function COUNT(A:A) which returns the number of nonempty cells in column A.

While the above built-in functions are useful, they only allow to specify a
range for the entire collection. A repeater widget however requires a mapping
that specifies also the location in which an individual entity will be presented.
In this case, the user can specify directly a set of ranges, each for presenting one
entity in the collection. In traditional spreadsheets, this can be specified by a
list of noncontiguous ranges e.g., A2:A5, A7:A10, A12:A15. While this may be
acceptable for small datasets, it does not scale well for larger ones.

We therefore leverage extensions proposed by SpreadATOR to allow users to
specify a mapping for a repeater widget. SpreadATOR proposes four functions
for indicating the boundary of a range presenting an entity: top(l ), left(l ),

right(l ), and bottom(l ). Assuming that an entity Publication[001] has a pre-
sentation on a range B2:B4, the coordinates of this range can be obtained as
follows: top(Publication[001]) = 2, left(Publication[001]) = 2, right(Publication
[001])= 2, and bottom(Publication[001]) = 4. To illustrate the advantages of
using these extensions, consider the example of mappings below:

A2:A<bottom(Publication[001])> = Publication[001]

A<bottom(Publication[001])+2>:A<bottom(Publication[002])> = Publication[002]

A<bottom(Publication[002])+2>:A<bottom(Publication[003])> = Publication[003]

The first mapping states that the presentation of entity Publication[001]
is a range of one column (A) and spanning from row 2 to the lower-most row
of the range. The user therefore does not need to know the exact boundaries
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of the range. The second mapping states that a range presenting entity
Publication[002] has one column (A). This range spans from two rows be-
low the lower-most row of the range presenting entity Publication[001] until
the lower-most row of the range presenting entity Publication[002]. The user
therefore does not need to know exactly the coordinates in which the presenta-
tion of each entity starts. Rather the user can specify the location of each entity
by referencing the others.

In the above example, the user still needs to specify a mapping for each indi-
vidual entity. We therefore leverage another extension of SpreadATOR’s formula
language, i.e., the keyword next, for specifying the coordinates of the first cell of
subsequent ranges. For example, users can specify a mapping for a collection of
entities as follow: A2:A<next=bottom(Publication)+2> = Publication. This map-
ping specifies that each entity is presented by a range of one column (A), and
spanning from row 2 to the lower-most row of the range associated to current
entity of publication. The locations of ranges presenting subsequent entities are
two rows after the last row (bottom) of the range presenting the current entity.
In this case, the user needs to specify only one mapping for a collection of entities
and has flexibility to organize the presentation.

Once an entity-level mapping has been defined, it is used by a repeater widget
to iterate over a collection of entities. For each iteration, a repeater widget also
requires a mapping definition of how attributes of such an entity should be
presented in the range. Figure 5 shows an example of a repeater widget that
uses the mapping template defined in Figure 4(b) to present a collection of
publication entities. The mapping template defines a generic presentation for
any instances of type publication. The repeater widget therefore instantiates
such a mapping template to present the entity of the current iteration.

Repeater widgets have a specialization, namely table widgets, that present a
collection of entities in a table format. A table widget assumes a default template
in which each row presents an entity and each column contains an attribute value.
The only parameter required for the mapping definition of table widgets is a
single cell that will be the upper-leftmost of the table presenting the referenced
entities. The number of cells used by the table depends on the number of entities
returned from the query and the number of attributes comprising that entity.

Figure 6 shows an example of a table widget, with a mapping specifying that
a table presenting the referenced publication entities starts at cell A1. A default
template used by the table widget defines that attributes title, pages and year
of publication entities are presented in columns A, B and C respectively. Each
row of the generated table presents an entity of type publication, whose value

Source: DBLP.Publication

Selector:   AuthotToPublication.name=`Jim Gray’,  year =`2007’

Mapping Template Spreadsheet Application

obj.pages

B

obj.title

A

obj.year

C

1 PublicationTable1

20071-10A Critique of ANSI SQL …4

38-46

29-53

B

2007Data Management: Past, …3

Data Cube: A Relational…

A

2007

C

2

PublicationTable

Fig. 6. Table Widgets
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of attribute author equals ‘‘Jim Gray’’, and of attribute year equals ‘2007’. The
default template of table widgets can be modified by setting the orientation
property to transpose. The transpose keyword indicates that a table is presented
with attributes as row and entities as columns.

3.3 Hierarchical Widget

A hierarchical widget specifies the importation of a collection of related entities.
For each entity, the widget navigates through a relationship to import another
collection of associated entities. Consider the example in Figure 7, this hierar-
chical widget consists of a query: =Author[address=‘‘microsoft’’]. This query
returns two entities of type author, whose values of the attribute address equals
‘‘microsoft’’, i.e., Author[111] and Author[112].

For each of these author entities, the hierarchical widget uses another query to
import a collection of publications associated to such an author. For instance, the
hierarchical widget in Figure 7 uses a query =Author[111].AuthorToPublication

to retrieve a collection of publication entities that are associated to Author[111]

through a relationship AuthorToPublication. This query returns three publica-
tion entities: Publication[001], Publication[002], Publication[220].

Publication[220]5

Author[111].name2

Publication[001]3

Publication[002]4

Author[112].name6

Publication[220]7

Publication[221]8

Author2PubHierarchy1

A B

Presentation View Spreadsheet Application

Source: DBLP.Author

Selector: address =``microsoft''

NEST   

Selector:  AuthorToPublication

Science In An Exponential..5

Jim Gray2

Data Cube: A Relational..3

Data Management: Past, ..4

Alex Szalay6

Science In An Exponential..7

The World Wide..8

Author2PubHierarchy1

A BPub2Author

Fig. 7. Hierarchical Widgets

In Section 3.2, we have seen an example of using SpreadATOR functions for
specifying a mapping for a collection of entities of the same type. However, the
entities of type author in our example in Figure 7 cannot be presented one after
the other since there are presentations of entities of different types in between.
In particular, there are publication entities in between presentations of author
entities. A hierarchical widget therefore requires a specific mapping for each
individual collection of entities. In our example in Figure 7, the mapping for en-
tities of type author can be defined as: A1:A<next=bottom(Publications)+1> =

Name. This mapping specifies that the value of the first author name is pre-
sented in cell A1, and then the subsequent author names are presented in
one row below the end of its related list of publication entities. On the other
hand, the mapping for entities of type publication can be defined as follows:
B<Name+1>:B<bottom(Publications)> = Publications. This mapping specifies
that entities of type publication are presented in column B and ranging from
the next row after its corresponding author name until the end of the collection.
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3.4 Index Widget

An index widget specifies the importation of a collection of entities that are
presented as a list without detailed information. By selecting a cell referencing
an entity of this list, the user can navigate to another worksheet that contains
detailed information of that given entity. We adopt the template mechanism
proposed by SpreadATOR to enable such a navigation.

The query of an index widget selects a collection of entities. For example,
the query in Figure 8 returns three entities of type publication, whose author is
‘‘Jim Gray’’, and are published in ’’2007’’. The mapping of an index widget
is specified by a range of cells used to present a list of entities. For example,
a mapping A2:A<bottom(Publications)> = Publications specifies that a list of
publications will be generated by this index widget in column A spanning from
row 2 to the lower-most row of a range presenting the publication list.

Source: DBLP.Publication

Selector:  

AuthotToPublication.name=`Jim Gray’,  year=`2007’

PublicationIndex1

Publication[001].title2

Publication[002].title3

Publication[003].title

A

4

Presentation View
Spreadsheet Application

PublicationIndex1

Data Cube: A Relational..2

Data Management: Past3

A Critique of ANSI SQL …

A

4 2007Year3

29-53

Data Cube: A Rela…

B

Pages2

Title

A

1

Index Worksheet

Detailed Worksheet
AuthorIndex

Fig. 8. Index Widgets

An index widget allows users to see detailed presentation of an entity in the list
by associating each entity with a template defined for its entity type (see Section
2.2). For instance, the index widget in Figure 8 associates to each entity in the
list a publication’s template (as defined in Figure 4(a)). When a user selects
cell A2 on the index worksheet, she can navigate to the detailed worksheet that
presents details of entity Publication[001].

4 Widget Composition

In the previous section, we focused on how to generate a worksheet from a single
widget. In this section, we discuss how multiple widgets can be composed to
generate a composite worksheet.

When composing widgets to generate a composite worksheet, there are two
aspects that need to be considered: data dependency, and spatial dependency.
The data dependency specifies how contents of mashup widgets depend on each
others. On the other hand, the spatial dependency specifies the relative locations
of contents generated from different widgets on the same worksheet.

4.1 Data Dependency

In traditional spreadsheets, the data dependency between cells is specified
through a formula built from cell references. For instance, a data dependency
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between cells A2 and A1 can be built by a formula in cell A2 referencing cell
A1 (see Section 2.2). Then the content of cell A2 will be evaluated by taking
into account the content of cell A1. SpreadMash follows this cell referencing
mechanism. To build data dependencies, we propose the notion of links. When
two widgets are connected by a link, some contextual information is conveyed
from the source widget to the destination widget. This contextual information is
used to determine the entity or set of entities to be presented by the destination
widget.

Consider as an example the DBLPSheet shown in Figure 9. This worksheet is
composed of two widgets: PublicationDetails and AuthorIndex. The link (I) connect-
ing the two widgets conveys, as the contextual information, the identifier of an
entity referenced by the PublicationDetails widget (i.e., Publication[001]). The Au-
thorIndex widget then uses this contextual information to generate its query. For
instance, the index widget takes the contextual information (Publication[001])
together with a user-defined selector property (AuthorToPublication), and gener-
ates a query Publication[001].AuthorToPublication. This query results in three
entities of type author that are related to Publication[001].

Figure 9 also shows an example of a worksheet generated from the DBLPSheet.
This worksheet contains the contents of both the PublicationDetails and AuthorIndex
widgets. The specification of mappings that specify how the contents of these
two widgets can be presented in the spatial layout of spreadsheets is discussed
in Section 4.2.

DBLPSheet AuthorSheet

(I) (II)

PublicationDetails AuthorIndex AuthorDetails PublicationTable

Fig. 9. Widget Composition

A link can also connect two widgets on different worksheets. For example,
consider the link (II) connecting AuthorIndex on DBLPSheet and AuthorDetails on
AuthorSheet. This link specifies that the content of the AuthorDetails widget de-
pends on the content of the selected cell of the index widget. To illustrate the
semantics of this link, suppose that the AuthorIndex widget generates a presen-
tation of two entities of type author: Author[111], Author[112]. When a user
selects a cell referencing Author[111], the link (II) passes some contextual infor-
mation (e.g., identifier of Author[111]) to the AuthorDetails widget. The AuthorDe-
tails widget uses this contextual information to generate a query that retrives
entity =Author[111]. The AuthorDetails widget then build a presentation of entity
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Author[111] according to a user-defined mapping definition of the AuthorDetails
widget. Note that composing an index widget with a content widget is different
from the template mechanism described in Section 2.2. In particular, when a cell
in the index is selected, the user can navigate to a new worksheet which does
not necessarly contain only detailed information of an entity. The presentation
of the new worksheet depends on the specification of the widgets composing
that worksheet. For example, in Figure 9, when cell A1 is selected, the user can
navigate to a separated worksheet which consists of the contents of two widgets:
AuthorDetails and PublicationTable.

4.2 Spatial Dependency

In Section 3.4, we have seen how a mapping of an index widget can be defined
(A2:A<bottom(Publications)> = Publications). This mapping specifies that a
range presenting a collection of entities referenced by the index widget corre-
sponds to a fix number of columns (1 column) spanning from row 2 to the
lower-most row of the range. However, when composing multiple widgets in a
single worksheet, the user needs to define the locations in which the contents
of these widgets are placed relatively to each other. We reuse the functions dis-
cussed in Section 3.2 for identifying the spatial locations of composing widgets
by referencing each other. For example, the mapping of the AuthorIndex widget
in Figure 9 can be defined as follows:
<right(PublicationDetails)+2>2:

<right(PublicationDetails)+2><bottom(Publications)> = Publications.
The above mapping specifies that the content of AuthorIndex widget is presented
in a range of one column. This range starts one column after the right-most col-
umn of the PublicationDetails widget, and spanning from row 2 to the lower-most
row of the range.

5 Related Work

We have already reviewed reporting tools and OLAP systems in the introduction.
Related work in the spreadsheet research community include prototype system
like Gencel [8,12]. Gencel proposes a high-level language that allows the definition
of spreadsheet templates. These templates are then translated into spreadsheet
applications as well as a set of update operations, which ensure the correctness of
spreadsheet evolutions. Similar to this proposal, our work introduces high-level
language for specifying the data presentation in spreadsheets based on widgets.
Unlike this approach, our work provides a three-layer framework that bridges the
data services and spreadsheets. Moreover, in Gencel, a generated spreadsheet is
a single worksheet consisting of a single table. Rather we generate a spreadsheet
with a collection of worksheets, and each worksheet consisting of one or more
instantiated widgets.

Efforts in the area of web applications have promoted the use of the web as
the fundamental data interface. Tools such as ASP.Net [1], PHP [5] and JSF [4]
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simplify the generation and deployment of data-intensive web applications by
means of page generators. They typically extract content from data sources and
present it in user-programmed page templates.

Although the above tools improve developers productivity, they require users
to have web development skills. WebML [11] proposed to use data abstraction
and conceptual modeling methods for web application development. However,
WebML targets the delivery of information on a website, and thus provides
very little support for interactive data manipulation. WebML also falls short in
terms of data presentation as the provided units present data using a predefined
layout, and do not support user-defined templates. Our approach overcomes this
inflexibility by allowing users to define mapping definition to specify how data
should be presented.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented SpreadMash, a high-level language for devel-
oping interactive data presentation and analysis applications. SpreadMash is
based on spreadsheets and provides an interactive presentation of data services.
It also enables end-users to focus on their analysis as they are decoupled from
the knowledge of the underlying data sources. They can develop interactive data
presentation and analysis applications by reusing and composing widgets. Then a
spreadsheet is generated as a collection of instantiated widgets. The SpreadMash
has been described through a series of examples, each motivated by challenges
of typical user tasks.

There are several directions for future work. First of all, we plan to support
the transformation of imported data. We are now investigating the operators for
both transforming data values and restructuring. Second, in this paper, we only
provided a basic sets of widgets for importing and presenting data obtained from
a single data service. Often users would like to integrate data from multiple data
services, in which relationships are not pre-built. We plan to expand the widget
repository to capture the data integration aspect. Finally, we plan to carry out
user studies in using SpreadMash. The feedback from such a study would help
us in refining the framework.
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